OCOBIA Small Business Tax Subclass (SBTS) Report
The OCOBIA Small Business Tax Subclass (SBTS) Task Force was formed to engage in a
fulsome review of the proposed tax policy change for Ottawa. Through consultation the Task
Force has offered feedback and alternative suggestions which could circumvent some of the
unintentional negative impacts to Ottawa businesses.
BACKGROUND
Small Business Tax Subclass (SBTS)
The province of Ontario is providing an option for all municipalities to implement a new Small
Business Tax Subclass (SBTS) policy for the 2022 budget. With this announcement, the
province is also providing the incentive of a provincial tax reduction to be used strictly within this
class - the Education tax cut.
Summary of the Ontario Small Business Tax Subclass legislation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

Range of Subclass tax rate discount can be up to 35 percent
SBTS is to be included in the tax policy setting, not a stand-alone rebate program
Upper-tier required to pass by-law for the program
Small business subclass within the following tax classes if the upper-tier opts to have
that class included:
a. Commercial class
b. Industrial class
c. Optional class that contains property that would otherwise be in the above (i.e.,
office buildings, etc.)
Subclass can apply to a portion of a municipality and subclass can have different
requirements across municipalities as well.
Program Administrator (i.e., staff member at upper/lower-tier municipality) must
determine which properties are to be included in the subclass
a. List must be provided to MPAC and made available to the public electronically
Base criteria for inclusion in class:
a. Property used by owner or a tenant for a small business as defined in by-law
b. Property not included in parking lots, vacant land classes
c. Property not included in Large Industrial class
d. Not vacant land
Establishes the option to have an application process for determining eligibility for
inclusion in subclass
Establishes a Request for Reconsideration process to be undertaken by the Program
Administrator (not MPAC).

10. Establishes an Appeal process to be undertaken by the Appellate Authority
Ottawa SBTS Consideration
Ottawa is considering this implementation and will present a proposed tax policy at the October
FedCo committee meeting. It should be noted that there is only one other Ontario municipality
proposing the SBTS policy change for the 2022 budget, Toronto.
Ottawa SBTS Guiding Principles
The City of Ottawa is fully committed to creating the tax subclass but is open to
recommendations and to working together with stakeholders and partners. Here are the guiding
principles for the proposed Ottawa model:
1. Fair and equitable
2. Revenue Neutral
3. Easy to Administer without added burden to City staff
a. No additional staff required
b. mine data that someone else is collecting (MPAC)
c. landlords to administer and pass on to tenants
Fair and Equitable
The tax cuts for the small business subclass will be fair and equitable via the residual tax
increases projected onto larger businesses and properties who have seen a lower commercial
tax rate historically.
Revenue Neutrality
To achieve revenue neutrality, the City of Ottawa is proposing increasing the tax rates to
residual properties within the municipal Commercial tax class. No other tax classes (including
residential property) will be impacted.
OCOBIA recognizes that tax policies are reviewed and modified annually with council and that
commercial taxes (with or without incentives) are modified somewhat regularly. The SBTS would
be a new subclass within the commercial tax class, where there is currently disparity of rates
between existing subclasses.
Easy to Administer
The city will be using data provided through MPAC to create the new class, as opposed to a
cumbersome and expensive application process. As a result, we can conclude that the tenants
of all impacted commercial properties (SBTS cuts or residual increases) are not directly targeted

as MPAC does not have any visibility of the commercial tenant businesses. The landlord will be
expected to pass the tax cut (or residual) to the tenant.
CONSULTATION PROCESS
OCOBIA / City of Ottawa Consultation
With the SBTS Consultation, the OCOBIA task force has established 3 goals:
1. SBTS policy change will provide a meaningful property tax cut to a large and significant
population of small businesses/properties within our BIAs
2. SBTS policy change will result in a minimal impact of residuals on large commercial
properties within our BIAs
3. SBTS policy change will achieve parity between the subclasses within the Commercial
tax class, where disparity is realized.
Task Force Reviews
In the FedCo April 2021 meeting, the City proposed a SBTS for properties capped at 15,000 sq
feet. The Task Force requested an aggregate presentation, by BIA, of properties impacted.
Impact on BIA properties using the 15,000 square feet threshold

OCOBIA Aggregate Results Using 15,000 Sq. ft cap
Total Properties: 2632
SBTS: 1317, 50% of BIA properties
Residual: 1206, 46% of BIA properties
Excluded: 109, 4% of BIA properties
SBTS rates with 15,000 sq. ft. cap
The city presented the SBTS rate discounts and residual rate using the 15,000 sq ft cap.

Considerations and feedback on the Ottawa policy:
1. Support small businesses. While this is a small “property” subclass tax, it is understood
that small properties are owned and operated by small businesses.
a. The majority of tenants in these properties are what would be considered small
business
b. It cannot be forgotten that small businesses also occupy larger spaces
2. Increase the tax reduction rate to provide meaningful impact and parity between
subclasses. Consider incremental rate reduction to 15% over 2 years.
a. In discussions with property owners 10% would provide a very small impact for
tenants
b. Parity is not achieved between the subclasses at 10%, explore a rate that would
achieve parity between commercial subclasses
3. Increase the property cap size to 25,000 square feet

a. At 46% properties in BIAs due to be impacted with residuals, increase the sq. ft
cap to see if this can be lowered.
b. Include smaller ‘plaza’ type businesses that are owned by small businesses and
have small business tenants in BIAs
4. Consider a deferral to 2023 to further review and minimize impact on residual properties
in BIAs
a. Other Ontario municipalities are not pursuing a 2022 tax policy change this fall
(exception of Toronto who are in public consultations in August)
b. Explore MPAC or Stat Can to provide layers and data that can be used in policy
or Request for Reconsideration process
5. Review MPAC white paper from SBTS Working Group. MPAC was producing a
whitepaper regarding SBTS options - and confirmed it will not be released until
mid-September. It's expected to give municipalities some ideas on Policy Drivers for the
subclass, Data Elements to Consider, how to establish a Small Business Property
Subclass, and ongoing administrative considerations.
a. Joseph Muhuni and Krista O’Brien at the City are in the MPAC Municipal working
group for the white paper and the items expected to be included in the paper
have already been reviewed and addressed in the initial framework or our
follow-up consultations.
6. Proactively communicate the disparity within the commercial tax rate to mitigate
concerns and negative feedback about tax increases.
7. Utilize the Education tax cut (only available to the SBTS per Ont. Gov) to minimize the
impact of the residual rate on larger properties.
a. Review the SBTS tax policy rate reduction if the province eliminates the
Education tax cut benefit (Consider increasing the rate at that time to maintain
parity)
8. Disclose a resulting list of properties within the SBTS segmented by BIA to provide an
efficient means for BIAs to share information with the businesses.
Consultation with the City
The OCOBIA Task Force met with the City on several occasions in consultation.
The City considered much of the feedback provided and reviewed the following options with our
Task Force:
1.
2.
3.
4.

15% reduction rate at 15,000 square feet cap
20% reduction rate at 15,000 square feet cap
15% reduction rate at 25,000 square feet cap
20% reduction rate at 25,000 square feet cap

Total BIA properties SBTS / Residual at 25,000 square feet cap
The result of the cap increase from 15,000 sq ft to 25,000 sq ft is 39 properties added to the
SBTS within BIAs and >240 properties city-wide. It also reduces the residual properties within
BIAs by 1%. It is estimated that these new properties (near the 25,000 sq ft threshold) are mini
plazas, with multiple small business tenants.

Comparison of $600,000 assessed small business property at 25,000 sq ft cap

Parity at 15% and 25,000 sq ft cap
Using the same example as above ($600,000 assessed property), the City calculated the taxes
at different rates. With this table, we are able to see the parity between classes at 15% SBTS
reduction rate.

CONCLUSION

OCOBIA Review and Final Consultation with City
1. By increasing the property size threshold to 25,000 sq ft, the additional properties
included represent a relevant increase to provide the SBTS.
a. 95% of the 240 plus properties are multi-tenant buildings (1500 more small
businesses).
2. Parity is achieved by leveraging the Provincial Education tax cut at the 15% rate. We feel
at this rate with the SBTS, there will be fairness
a. The Education tax cut also alleviates the impact on the residual properties’ tax
increase.
3. The City will consider phasing this in over two years (7.5% in year one and 15% in year
two). This will provide gradual benefit to small businesses while reducing the immediate
impact on the residual properties.
4. OCOBIA appreciates the increase to a 15% reduction rate (from the 10% initially
proposed)
a. If the Provincial Education Tax cut is revoked, the city can revisit an additional
increase to 20% to maintain parity amongst the classes.
5. In order to ensure that the tax savings are passed on to tenants, the City plans to launch
a fulsome communications effort with all stakeholders.
a. The City will also present the impacted property listings by BIA to assist BIAs in
communicating to their property owners and businesses.

Percentage of businesses receiving SBTS per BIA

City SBTS Proposal to FedCo October 2021
The following is a summary of the Small Business Sax Subclass framework the City will be
presenting to Committee and Council in October.
The small business tax subclass proposal will apply to :
● Properties with specific property codes that lend themselves to a small business
description or those that house small businesses
● Specific property codes will be capped at 25K sqft
● Commercial and Industrial tax classes
Discount and Residual Impact:
● 15% discount for properties in the small business tax subclass
● A residual properties tax increase of 1.46% to support the discount
● Discount will be phased in over two years at 7.5% annually, and the residual properties
tax increase will be 0.73% annually.

Samples of BIA Properties that will be Included by increasing the Sq Ft from 15,000 to
25,000

Roll Number
Address
Property Code
Number of Tenants

0614-600-090-00900
1220-1224 Place D’Orleans
425 – Neighbourhood Shopping Centre
12 units

Roll Number
Address
Property Code
Number of Tenants

0614-020-601-35700
2-12 Byward Market
430 – Neighbourhood Shopping Centre
5 units

Roll Number
Address
Property Code
Number of Tenants

0614-120-691-11400
3350 Fallowfield Road
430 – Neighbourhood Shopping Centre
12 units

